
Area of Development Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Milk bottle Ribbon                              
REPEAT                                                               
Thread a thick ribbon or piece 
of material through the 
horizontal side of a milk bottle. 
Baby can pull it from left to 
right. Make sure the knots are 
sturdy. When baby starts to 
loose interest loosen one knot 
and see how surprised baby is 
when the ribbon comes out 
completely.           

Milk bottle Ribbon 2                            
REPEAT                                                               
Fill a milk bottle with a LONG 
ribbon. Slip it through a hole in 
the lid and secure the lid on the 
bottle with only a small part of 
ribbon showing. Now show 
baby how to start pulling the 
ribbon out of the bottle. 

Milk bottle Squeezing                          
REPEAT                                                         
Scrunch up a plastic bottle a 
few times until the bottle is 
relatively soft and malleable. 
Give baby the bottle to sit on, 
squeeze, mouth and shake 
around. 

Cuppa-Ball                                              
Place a ball under a plastic 
cup. Lift up the cup to show 
baby its there. Now place the 
ball on the floor, then cover it 
with the cup and see what 
baby does. 

Bells & Whistles                                                              
Use the bell bands in class and 
attached one to the left wrist 
and one to the right ankle, see 
how baby reacts when the 
bells make a noise with body 
movements. 

|  Concept of self                                               

|  Independence

|  Language  &  Literacy                                               

| Communication                                       

|  Social Integration

Click Here: You are my 
sunshine SONG

  SEEDLING CAMPUS 

   Theme: Summer    |   Week 5  |   Age: 9-23 months

   Weekly Skills Development Schedule

Sing the song and allow baby to look at friends or in the mirror in order to mimic what they are doing.                                                                                                                                                        
This develops body awareness. Notice when baby is smiling or crying and name the emotion or the action.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
This gives baby the vocabulary to verbalise what he/she is feeling and acting out.                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Only if baby can sit unsupported may you offer the following: Small Ice cream cone with 1 teaspoon of ice cream allowing baby to eat, mess and explore. 

| Cognitive development                         

| Manual Dexterity                                     

| Hand-eye, Foot-Eye                                              

| Sensory Integration                                                                                                                       

| Play                                                                        

| Curiosity                                                       

| Interests

The purpose of  this letter is to give you, the 
parent/guardian, a quick overview of  the 
topics we are covering week by week. The 

activities mentioned are just one of many we 
present in class. Please use this letter as a 

https://youtu.be/K480BTMTpvo
https://youtu.be/K480BTMTpvo
https://youtu.be/K480BTMTpvo


H2O Fun                                               
Weather permitting: Allow baby 
to sit in luke warm water in a 
play pool. Place in some 
floating balls/sponges/ cups. 
Present 1 object at a time. Add 
in bubble bath to make it even 
more fun. ALWAYS SUPERVISE.

Full Cream                                          
REPEAT                                                  
Whip up whipping cream until 
its stiff. Add in a little syrup (no 
honey before 12months)  and 
allow baby to explore. Taste, 
play, smear and smudge it all 
over.

Ice Cream Taste test                                                                  
Scoop out a small amount of 
vanilla and chocolate ice 
cream into one bowl. Allow 
baby to taste and explore the 
coldness in their mouth also 
the differences in flavour.  

Sunflower art                                           
Handprint flower and                                    
free paint

Ocean in a Bottle                           
Make 2 sensory bottles with 
glitter and floating objects 
inside. Place them about 2 
meters away from baby. 
Show baby how interesting 
they are and then move them 
about 2 meters away. 
Encourage baby to crawl, 
scoot  or move towards the 
bottles.      

Box-ing                                              
REPEAT                                                   
Use a sturdy box, place a 
thick pillow in the base. Have 
baby sit in the box and push 
baby around. The bottom 
part can heat up so make 
sure the pillow is thick 
enough. Go fast then stop 
quickly,  allowing baby to use 
his/her muscles to counter 
and hold the body upright. 
This can be done with baby 
lying in the box. 

MOVING-Ocean in a bottle                                       
Use the sensory bottle from 
Monday. Sit opposite baby 
and roll the bottle to and fro. 
You can have a bigger and a 
smaller bottle allowing baby 
to feel the difference in 
weight. 

Water Painting                                     
Give baby a thick paint 
brush. Dip it in water and 
show baby how to paint a 
black surface, window , a 
wall or even him/herself. 

Bubble wrap runway                           
REPEAT                                                           
Lay out a long piece of 
bubble wrap. Allow baby to 
crawl on the sheet from one 
end to the other. If baby is 
not crawling yet have baby 
seated, tummy time or on 
their back on the bubble 
wrap

| Emotional Development                                  

| Social integration

Baby enjoys immitation and a 3rd persons voice. Enjoy a puppet 
show with something as simple as a sock over your hand and a 
different voice. Tickle baby with the sock puppet and give hugs 
and be creative. Reminder that the sock puppet can also "talk" to 
mommy & daddy. Laugh and be silly. 

Around 9 months baby can recognise loving gestures. Encourage baby to engage in hugs and 
handshakes. Ask permission: "may I give you a hug/cuddle/high 5" and hold out your arms, wait for 
baby to respond. If baby response in a "yes please" manner then say "yes please and then "thank 
you". If baby responds in a "no thanks, or not now manner" then say " that's fine, when you're ready" 
and move back allowing baby to feel safe and heard. Baby learns that he may choose what happens 
to his/her body. This should be applied to nappy/clothes changing also. Ask permission and wait 
patiently. 

|  Physical Development                      

|  Gross motor                                                                    

|  Body coordination & 

Awareness

| Sensory Integration                                                                                                                       

| Play                                                                        

| Curiosity                                                       

| Interests


